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1. The united Nations Convention on the Elimination of all Forms of
Discrimination Against Women was adopted by the United Nations General Assembly
on ,18' December 1979 and came into force on 3 September 1981. As of April
1986, the Convention was ratified by 87 States Parties, including 21 African
State's.

2. The Convention has been hailed as the first international legal instrument
to deal with a whole spectrum of issues relating to the role and status of

,:' women. It was a result of intensive work by the United Nations Commission
on the Status of Women, various working groups 'and the General Assembly over
a period of several years. It is widely accepted as one of the most
significant achievements of the United Nations Decade for Women, which ended
in 1985.

3. The Convention marks an expansion and consolidation of earlier instruments
relating to the rights and status of women. For the first time, the world
has a comprehensive, legally binding instrument embodying the international
community's commitment to the principles of equality of men and Women and
non-discrimination on the basis of sex. It covers education, employment,
health, political life, marriage and family relations, the situation of women
in rural areas and "equality of men and women in and before the law.

4. By ratifying the Convention the 21 African States made an international
commitment to promote the equality of women in their respective countries
and to. eliminate discrimination against them. While ratification or acceaed.on

.Ls a crucial step, it is not sufficient and should not be treated as an end
"in itself. The major factor that will actually change the situation of women

in the region is the effective implementation of the provisions of the
Convention.

'5. A basic question that needs to be addressed is why African Governments
should expend human and material resources on the roles and status of women

: when, they have to contend with many other critical issues. The simple truth
. is that unless Afr-ican 'Governments act positiveiy and decisiv"ely to improve
the situation of women in their countries, the problems' of food shortage,
drought, hunger, economic dependence, etc., will be permanently pi:e'l;"ing.
The two issues are inseparable, and they influence each other. No country
can afford to have half of its population poor, illiterate, dependent, and

',contributing minimally to national efforts. One of the major ways to free
the great potential of -women' for Africa I s development is to reform the laws
which infringe-, impinge upon or' mi.nirnize th~ir rights and' resportslb.1lities.
One of the basic -causes of inequality is woolen' sinferior s~atus:' ,tinCier the
law. Although African countries do' not comprise a homogene~'us e~tity'6 they
are similar in the areas that need reform. These relate mainly to family
law marriage, minimum age of marriage, inheritance, acquisition and
administration of property, access to education, employment, credit facilities,

. equal pension benefits e.nd insurance-, among others. '
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6. ECA conducted a study of the Convention in a number of African States
in order to assess what was being done to implement it. When a country
ratifies the Convention, it is obliged to give full effect to its provisions,
including bringing its domestic laws in line with.the international instrument.
Several deficiencies immediately became clear. Although one of the obligations
a State party assumes upon ratification/accession is to submit a report to
the Commission on the Elimination of Discrimination Against Women (CEDAW)
on the judicial, administrative or other measures which they have adopted
to implement t~.Convention, only~ of the twenty-one African States parties
to the ~onvention (Egypt and Rwanda) have submitted the required reports.
Is this beca~se they have not taken any measures to give effect to the
provisions of the Convention? It may also be because. the reporting procedure
requires skilled personnel to undertake research and co-ordination, and these
may be unavailable. Another reason may be that there has been no.. ·follow
up since ratification. Secondly, even at the highest level, many people
who had a high level of awareness of United Nations activities relating to
women .. had little specific knowledge about the Convention; most had never
seen a copy of it. It is clear that if women are to exercise their rights,
they must know what they are. Wide dissemination of the Convention is
mandatory for this.

7. 0'1.the basis of its comparative study, ECA was able to come to some
general conclusions about the legal status of women in Africa. Despite the
tremendous improvements in the situation of women in Africa during the United
Nations Decade for Women, much remains to be done. The position of women
in most societies is still characterized by inequalities and discrimination.
Not~ithstanding several laws protecting the equal rights of women,full
equa;Lity and non-id.i acr Lmi.natri on are yet to be achieved in practice in most
spheres of life - employment, education, politics and economics. Inequality
in the field of education is still the norm rather than the exception. Laws
aimed at ensuring equal employment opportunities abound, yet in practice
African women account for only 30 per cent of the total paid labour force
and are poorly represented at managerial, technical and administrative levels.
Women have the right to vote inmost countries and often account for more
than 50 per cent of the electorate, yet they form only 6 per cent of national
legisl~tures. A number of .countries provide for equal rights and duties
as parents, yet almost all require the husband' 5 signature for a married
woman t0get a passport and for the. chi;Ldl'en of the family to travel with
the mother.

8. Across. the r~9."ion there are gre:at variations in women's legal status.
There are countries. where women have .no lega 1, standing (they ca nnot appe.. r
in court without the sanction or a~5istance of a husband or other male
relative). and countries wher~. a woman: can- not dispose afar otherwise manaqe
property. And there .. re others where women h..ve . full lega l a nd economic
c..pacity., In some. countries, the women's right to work outside the home
is t a ken .,for granted,. while in others she requires the written permission
of her husband. In almost all countries, the domicile, residence and
nationality of the family .. re determined.,pnly by the husband. {)ften, even
rights gu.. r ..nteed by the Constitution or other laws are abrogated by cultural
pr..ctices, religious and customary laws and traditional attitudes.
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9. Across the board in Africa, regardless of geographical region, language,
culture or level of economic development, the Convention is most respects
is not being implemented. Although the legal superstructure (embodied in
their Constitutions, for example) of virt~ally all States in the region
professes equality between the sexes, the social reality for women is quite
differ,ent.

10. The study shows that most African Goviirnm~lIts accept the ideal i>'tequal
rights for women in social economic and political spheres.. However',' major
problems arise with regard to equal rights for women in the context of marriage
and f~ily life. ,A number of countries exclude personal status laws (relating
to marriage , divorce, custody , inheritance, etc .. ) f~omthe ambit of the' non
discrimiration provision of their Constitutions. This crucial omission is
the basis for the gap between law and reality in many countries. Unless
African Governments stop paying lip service to the principle of equality
between the sexes and take real steps to ensure it becoming a teality,
programmes to improve the status of women will continue to nave limited
success. This in fact is the major obstacle to the' Implementation of the
Convention •. -r·, C"' ,'.

11. Across thE:!_ region, a number of common proble~s can be iden,ti:~ied' ,- in
the implementation of the Convention,

(a) The regip~'s economic crisis. There is no question that the
cO)1tinent's economic crisis is the greatest impediment for implementing, of
the'" Convention. wpen resow,ces are limited, social programmes relating to
women's status are among the ,first to be shel~ed:

(b) As mentioned above, lack of knowledge about the Convention. People
can not work towards implementation of any convention if they are not familiar
with its contents:

(e) Illiteracy among women. So long as people aze illiterate, they
can not participate in the implementation of the Convention:

(d)

into the
into a~y

effective

Language of the Convention. While the Convention has been translated
six offici",l United Nations languages, it has not been translated
,African languages. Unless this is done, dissemination .can not be
to the mass of African women:

,.' (e) Shortage of staff who are trained in or sensitive to gender issues
. in ministries or departments responsible for implementation of international
instruments. This 'being the case, international instruments >:elating, to
women's rights receive very low priority:

. (f) ~ailure to understand what constitutes discrimination against women.
This is ,r:ela,ted. to lack of knowledge of the Convention's' contents. Many
oj'ficia,ls .w,ho professed that there was no discrimination against women in
their countries failed to perceive problems of a wife having no security

,in the matrimonial home, lack of equal inheritance ri,ghts, equal access to
credit facilities, etc. (areas clearly covered by the Convention) as examples
of discrimination;
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(g) Lack of. resources for organizations such as women's machineries
set up to play a critical role in creating awareness among ·women of their
rights. Given their limited resources, their chances to follow up the
implementaeion of the Convention are limited;

(h) Theoretical acceptance of the principle of equality of the sexes
-<.without: a" concomitant commitment,-·- torestructu.re society to. ensuxe -:equality

for both men and women:

Ii ) While the link
has been acknowledged,
marqinalization of women's

between women's issues and the development process
it has not been fully appreciated: thus the
issues ocrrcLnuear

govermne'lts to
appointment of
that they are

have not sufficiently pressurized
Many governments feel that the

posi.tions is a sufficient sign

(j) Women's groups
implement the Convention.
one or two women to senior
fulfilling their obligations;

(k) Lack of confidence among women themselves.
in some places than in others.. Hence women"s groups
in exercising or demanding their rights by fear of
end up being too cautious to be effective;

This is more pronounced
activities are tempered
antagQnizing I1\9n. Some

(1) The Convention a.s well as the subject of womell'.s . rights in general
have not been. presented in an Af)'ican framework, in .a way thst encourages
people to get involved. Negative attitudes linger towards what ,is regarded
as a western-inspired "women's liberation movement". Thus an effort has
to be made. to show that the Convention is Africa is to be used to solve African
prQblell\$" and that it is not a foreign construct.

12. A number of recommendations have been made to governments, international,
region,.,l. and non-governmental organizations and individuals to enable make
effective implementation of the convent.Lon in .the region. ,Governments need
to set up bodies to change outdated laws, give wide publicity to procedures
for ~~en's redress. of grievances regarding their right~~, devote greater
resources to national machineries for women, ~eserve seats in Parliament
for women, where such exist, develop cur,r.icula on the roles and status of
women for use in both formal and inf,orma,l education, mount campaigns to
eliminate illiteracy, establish focal points on gender issues in all
ministri~s, translate into local lanq':Ja.ges and widely., distribute the
:Convention, and Lnc Lude it in the. general curricu).um of .secondary .schools.
Women should be included in government delegat.ions .to regional and
international meetings.

13. It i,1!.. recommended that international and, regional. organizations produce
a document linking ,the Lagos Plan 9f Action, Africa's Priority programme
for .Econqmic Recov.ery with the Arusha and Nairobi strategies: for the
Advancement.. of Wome" as wel). as with the Convention. ECA an.d. OAU could
organize seminars for .the judiciary and paralegal personn~l. t9 make them
:!\~are of th\lrights of women and families in the context of the. Convention,

----_....--------------------------------------_.......,
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for government staff responsible for the implementation of national instruments
and members of law reform commissions to sensitize them to the Convention,
and on the Convention in general to exchange information and accelerate
implementation. They should spell out the impact on women of the important
documents they issue, establish focal points on women in all of their
Divisions, assist in the wide dissemination of the Convention. BCA could
develop a comprehensive data base on the role of women in various social
and economic fields.




